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Abstract

We present an implicit boundary particle method with background mesh adapta-

tion. We use a Brinkman penalisation to represent the boundary of the domain

and a remeshed particle method to simulate viscous flow with high Reynolds

numbers. A penalty term is added to the Navier-Stokes equations to impose the

boundary conditions. The boundary conditions are enforced to a specific preci-

sion with no need to modify the numerical method or change the grid, achieving

an implicit approach for flow around complex boundaries/geometries simulation.

The main idea of the Brinkman penalisation method is to model the solid ob-

stacle as a porous medium. The governing equations for the compressible fluid

and penalised Navier-Stokes for the porous medium are solved simultaneously,

without need for interface conditions. The accuracy of the method is tested for

a number of benchmark problems starting with simple cases such as: a periodic

laminar flow in a channel (Poiseuille flow), to more complex problems such as

the lid-driven cavity with high Reynolds number, the reflection and propagation

of a compressible shock wave, and finally swirling flow in a model two-stroke
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diesel engine. The remeshed particle-mesh method coupled with Brinkman pe-

nalisation provides a good quality simulation and the results are in agreement

with analytical or reference solutions.

Keywords: smoothed particle hydrodynamics, Brinkman penalisation,

remeshing, implicit boundaries, porous media

1. Introduction

Many engineering applications require numerical simulations of viscous flows

around complex geometries for which the body-fitted grid (BF) method [1], and

the immersed boundary (IB) method [2, 3] are the two main approaches.

The BF method proposes to generate grids associated with complex bound-5

aries. Consequently, boundary conditions are easily enforced. In order to achieve

sufficiently accurate results for flows with high Reynolds numbers, a finer grid

for the boundary layer is required. However, generating a good quality fine

mesh can be cumbersome, and such meshes lead to substantial computational

costs. In moving boundary cases, the simulation setup becomes more complex,10

expensive as a result of the grid generation process, and the interpolation pro-

cess of the solution to the new mesh at each computational time step creates

projection errors. The BF method can thus be both complex to implement and

computationally expensive.

Peskin [4] introduced the IB method as a new approach to study the flow
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around heart valves. Ever since, various immersed boundary techniques

have been developed on an alternative approach to the BF method to de-

scribe the interaction of fluids with complex geometries. These method

had mostly been developed for incompressible viscous flow simulations.

Peskin [4] simulated the incompressible flows by solving the NavierStokes

equations and the immersed boundary, the momentum equation is modified

by employing localised forces to the fluids, and the boundaries are modelled

as elastic media, Peskin [4] showed that the boundaries do not need to be

massless and that the fluid’s density does not need to be uniform.

For rigid obstacle problems Lai [5] extended the method through a stiff

spring with restoring force to model an immersed elastic media, this method

was later extended by using a feedback force to represent the immersed

boundary for solid obstacle problems [6, 7]. However the aforementioned

methods have disadvantages, for instance, as they use an explicit time-

stepping scheme, requiring small time steps which compromise the effi-

ciency. They are also restricted to non-adaptive grids, making them ineffi-

cient for flows with high Reynolds numbers. Lia [5] showed that, in order to

mimic the real situation of flow around a solid obstacle, the computational

domain must be relatively large compared to the solid obstacle. Moreover,

no convergence proof exists for both methods.

Many other IB methods have been developed to simulate incompressible
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viscous flow around solid obstacles. In contrast to Peskin’s work on im-

mersed boundary method where external forces are employed to simu-

late the boundaries of the computational domain, Cartesian grid meth-

ods [8, 9, 10, 11] and ghost cell immersed boundary methods [12] are IB

methods which in contrast to Peskin’s method, enforce the boundary con-

ditions directly upon on the immersed boundaries. The Cartesian grid

method was extended for compressible flow simulations by Ghias [13], sim-

ulating a compressible flow around a circular cylinder and airfoil at high

Reynolds number, by modifying the discretised equation near the immersed

boundaries. A drawback of this approach is that it does not take in account

the acoustic wave reflection and transmission between the solid and fluid

at the interface area, which is important for shock wave simulations.

The Brinkman penalisation is another interesting approach to simulate

flow around complex geometries, originally proposed by Arquis and Cal-

tagirone [14]. The main idea is to model the complex obstacle as porous

media with porosity φ and viscous permeability α approach to zero, the

boundary conditions are imposed by adding a penalty term to the momen-

tum equations. The Brinkman method has an important advantage: its

error bound can be estimated in term of the penalisation parameter [15].

The boundary conditions are enforced to a specific precision with no need

to modify the numerical method or adapt the grid. Angot [16] showed that

for incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, the method converges to the

exact solution as the penalisation parameter approaches zero.

Mittal and Iaccarino [3] pointed that, for high Reynolds number flows the
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use of IB method techniques will be prohibitively expensive if no adaptive

meshes are used in the vicinity of solid walls. Roma et. al. [17] presented

an adaptive version of IB method, obtaining a multilevel IB method with

self-adaptive capabilities.

Kevlahan and Vasilyev [18] employed the the Brinkman penalisation

technique for incompressible flows in the context of adaptive wavelet collo-

cation method.

Another interesting approach is to embed IB method with Isogeomet-

ric analysis (IGA) [19, 20] originally introduced by Hughes et. al. [21].

IGA was developed with the purpose to bypasses the mesh generation pro-

cess required for standard finite element analysis which could potentially

reduce the time required for the analysis of complex engineering designs.

Schillinger et. al. [19] explored the hierarchical refinement of B-splines of

the finite cell method in the framework of immersed boundary analysis,

combining B-spline approximations with immersed boundary methods for

the simulation of ship propeller and a rim of an automobile wheel. Bazilevs

et. al. [22] combined IB with IGA and mesh free descritsation for the

simulation of fluid structure interaction.
20

We are aware of other penalty methods like the cut finite element method

(CutFEM) approach for extended finite element method (XFEM) [23]. In such

methods, the Partial Differential Equations (PDE’s) are coupled across the fluid-

obstacle interface using a Nitsche-type coupling, while the formulations are pe-

nalised by adding ghost-penalty terms in order to enforce the conditions inside25

the element being cut by the interface.

Mesh free methods such as vortex methods (VM) and Smoothed Particle
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Hydrodynamics (SPH) are considered to handle flows past complex geome-

tries. The original work of IB methods by Peskin [4] was developed for the

simulation of heart leaflets at physiological Reynolds numbers using VM [4],

by coupling the VM with the IBM with the aim to minimise the computa-

tional points used to capture the dynamic of the vorticity in complex ge-

ometry. The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method was intro-

duced independently by Gingold and Monaghan [24], and by Lucy [25], with

the aim to simulate astrophysical problems. By discretising the velocity-

pressure formulation of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, by link-

ing the pressure and density of the flow via a state of equation, the SPH

methods avoid solving an elliptic problem to determine the velocity.

Over the years SPH has been extended and applied in many areas. Stam

and Fiume [26] first used SPH to simulate fire. Müller et al. [27] developed

an SPH method which can be applied on real-time fluid simulation. The

SPH method was also extended in free surface flows problems [28], and low-

Reynolds number viscous flows [29, 30, 31], Cummins et al. [32] extended

SPH to simulate incompressible fluids, followed by Shao et al. [33] who

propose an SPH simulation for Newtonian and non-Newtonian flows with

a free surface. Cleary and Monaghan [34] extended SPH to heat transfer

simulation, and finally the method was developed for multi-phase flows

simulation by Morris [35].

Turbulence modelling with SPH is a rather new field of research. Mon-
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aghan [36] introduced a Lagrangian-averaged Navier-Stokes turbulence model

modifying the original SPH method for the simulation of two-dimensional

turbulence. Three SPH turbulence models were introduced by Violeau and

Issa [37], two algebraic models, and one based on the Reynolds stress model.

Dalrymple and Rogers [38] used a large eddy simulation (LES) turbulence

model to simulate two-dimensional breaking waves with SPH. Robinson and

Monaghan [39] studied how SPH performs in a direct numerical simulation

(DNS) of decaying turbulence in a two-dimensional no-slip wall-bounded

domain.
30

In the SPH method, as in all Lagrangian particle methods, particles may
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cluster in one area of the computational domain and spread apart in another

as a result of the strain of the flow. When this occurs, the system looses

the ability to recover the continuous velocity and density fields, which leads

to large inaccuracies of the quantities that are being simulated. A set of

solutions are suggested to consistently avoid this problem; [40, 41] extended

the SPH method to a regularised SPH (RSPH) in order to improve the

accuracy of the method. The main idea of the RSPH method is to redefine

the particle distribution at temporal intervals through a mass, momentum,

and total energy conserving process. Additionally the smoothing length can

vary in space and time by a magnitude based on a problem-specific basis.

Remeshed SPH (rSPH) is an alternative approach to overcome particle

distortion as proposed by Chaniotis et al. [42, 43], in rSPH the particles

are uniformly reinitialised (remeshed) on a regular mesh by interpolating

the strengths of the particles to the mesh via interpolation function, then

a new set of particles is generated and the moments of the field quantities

are interpolated back. This method was later extended by Obeidat and

Bordas [44] where a hybrid rSPH is proposed, taking advantage of both

the Lagrangian and the Eulerian schemes, as the right hand side of the

governing equations is computed on the mesh, and the change of momentum

is later interpolated to the particles where the advection takes place.

In the context of particle methods and IBM, Cottet and Maitre [45] com-
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bined the immersed interface, and the immersed boundary with VM. Dupuis

et. al. [46] combined IBM with lattice boltzmann method, performing a

two-dimensional simulation past a cylinder, where they approximated the

boundaries on the regular lattice in a staircase fashion and showed that

the accuracy of the method depends on the detail of the boundary repre-

sentation. Finally they used two approaches to exchange the information

between the boundary and the grid nodes, the interpolating forcing (IF) and

the direct forcing (DF) approach. Morgenthal and Walther [47] presented a

two-dimensional immersed interface technique for the Vortex-In-Cell (VIC)

method, where the boundary conditions are enforced on the immersed in-

terfaces through momentum terms acting on the mesh. The work of Hieber

and Koumoutsakos [48] on particle Immersed Boundary method for sim-

ulations using remeshed Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (rSPH-IB) is

similar to the work Chaniotis et al. [42], as both use particle remeshing to

overcome the distortion, whilst maintaining the Particle-Particle interac-

tion. In Hieber and Koumoutsakos, the geometry of the body is described

by Lagrangian particle level sets [49] and the solid boundary is described by

boundary points associated with an impact zone in the flow domain. The

particle-mesh interpolation is necessary for the transfer of the forcing term

between the fluid and the obstacle. Hieber and Koumoutsakos split the

forcing term into two parts. This approach exhibits small scale oscillations

in the pressure profile at complex boundaries, and as a solution a ghost

particle set was added.

In this work we propose another variant of the immersed boundary meth-35

ods, in which the boundary conditions are imposed by penalising the governing

equations by adding a penalised term. This is often referred to as the Brinkman

penalisation.
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In this paper, we employ Liu’s [50] extension of the Brinkman penalisa-

tion for compressible flows. We introduce an implicit boundary approach

for the simulation of viscous compressible high Reynolds flows around or

inside complex geometries. The method is based on the previously pro-

posed hybrid remeshed smoothed particle hydrodynamics method (hrSPH)

by Obeidat and Bordas [44]. In the current contribution a mask function is

added on the grid to implicitly mark the regions where the solid geometry

is located. A penalty term is added to the momentum and the continuity

equations. This technique effectively considers the computational domain

as a porous medium which may be thought of as a sponge with a porosity

and permeability. The penalty term is controlled by the mask function.

In the following sections, we will present the porous media equations, fol-

lowed by the Navier-Stokes equation for the hrSPH method coupled with the40

Brinkman penalisation. We will then verify the presented method for several

benchmark problems and presenting the high accuracy of the method. The

paper is closed with conclusions and recommendations for future work.

2. Porous media equations

In this section we will introduce the porous medium equations for com-45

pressible flow in order to obtain the corresponding Navier-Stokes equation for

the hrSPH method with Brinkman penalty parameters. The main idea of the

Brinkman penalisation method [14] is to model the solid obstacle as a porous

medium. The governing equations for compressible fluids and penalised Navier-

Stokes for the porous medium are solved simultaneously, since no interface con-50

ditions are required. For more details about porous media, the reader is referred

to [51, 52, 53].
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2.1. Porous media properties

A porous medium is a material containing pores. The skeletal portion of

the material is often called the ”matrix”, and is interconnected by pores. The55

pores are typically filled with a fluid (liquid or gas). A porous medium is

typically characterised by its porosity φ, and permeability α. The flow through

permeable media is characterised by two length scales: the size of the pores d,

and the macroscopic length L. The porosity φ is the fraction of the volume of

connected pores over the total volume, allowing the fluid to pass through. The60

permeability α is a measure of the ability of a material to transmit fluid and is

proportional to φd2.

2.2. Continuity equation

The continuity equation for porous media reads:

∂ρ

∂t
= − 1

φ
∇ · (ρv), (1)

where ρ is the interstitial fluid density, ∂
∂t is the derivative to the time, and v65

is the Darcy velocity v = (v1, v2, v3) , v = uφ. As φ � 1, where ‖v‖ < ‖u‖ ,

u = (u1, u2, u3) is the interstitial velocity of the fluid.

2.3. Darcy’s law, Brinkman equation and extensions

The first Darcy’s law reads:

v = −α
µ
∇p, (2)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity, and p is the intrinsic pressure. In order to

meet the no-slip boundary condition, an additional viscous term can be added

as follows [54]

∇p =
µ

α
v + µ∇2v, (3)
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where the first viscous term is the Darcy’s term, and the second is the Laplacian

term of the Navier-Stokes equation. Wooding [55] extended this expression in

order to make it similar to the Navier-Stokes equation, as follows:

ρ

[
φ−1

∂v

∂t
+ (φ−1v∇)(φ−1v)

]
= −∇p− µ

α
v, (4)

which was in turn extended to the Brinkman equation by Vafai and Tien [56]:

ρ

[
φ−1

∂v

∂t
+ (φ−1v∇)(φ−1v)

]
= −∇p− µ

α
v + µ∇2v. (5)

Finally, Eq. (5) can be rewritten as a volume-averaging method as [56]:

1

φ

∂ρvi
∂t

= − 1

φ

∂

∂xj
(ρφ−1vivj)−

∂p

∂xi
+ µ

∂2vi
∂x2j

− µ

α
vi (6)

Beck [57] showed that in Eq. (5) the convection term (φ−1v∇)(φ−1v) is incon-

sistent with the no-slip boundary conditions, and it was subsequently dropped70

by Nield [51] later.

Since Eq. (5 entails that the momentum decays with the order of exp[−(φ/α)t],

neglecting the coefficient φ−1 on the left hand side hardly affects the solution.

Consequently, the momentum remains to decay sufficiently fast [50].

Liu and Vasilyev [50] presented a simplified momentum equation with a75

Brinkman penalisation for compressible flows. Their simplification is possible

since the penalisation term results in a significant damping of the momentum

inside the porous media whilst the no-slip boundary conditions are satisfied.

2.4. Brinkman penalisation for compressible flow

Starting with the Navier-Stokes equations for compressible flow Eq. (7, 8),80
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Dρ

Dt
= −ρ∂ui

∂xi
(7)

and the conservation of momentum,

ρ
Dui
Dt

= − ∂p

∂xi
+
∂τij
∂xj

+
∂τ sgsij

∂xj
(8)

in which

τij = µ

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi
− 2

3
δij
∂uk
∂xk

)
(9)

where D�
Dt = ∂�

∂t + (u · 5) (�) denotes the material derivative, ui is the

velocity, x is the position, p is the pressure, ρ is the density, τij is the shear

stress, µ is the dynamic viscosity, δij is the Kronecker delta, and τsgs is the

sub-grid stress tensor, which is zero for direct numerical simulation. In the

presented work we model the turbulent sub-grid stresses using the standard

Smagorinsky model [58], defined as

τ sgsij = ρ (Cs∆)
2√

2SijSijŜij (10)

with

∆ = h, (11)

where Cs is a non dimensional constant for which values ranging from
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0.1 to 0.24 have been suggested in literature [59], ∆ is the model length

scale which is proportional to the the grid spacing Eq. (11), h are the

mesh spacing, Ŝij = 1
2

(
∂ui

∂xj
+

∂uj

∂xi

)
− 2

3
∂uk

∂xk
δij is the the filtered strain

tensor, and (Cs∆)
2√

2SijSij is the norm of the filtered strain tensor, where

Sij = 1
2

(
∂ui

∂xj
+

∂uj

∂xi

)
In the following, the viscous compressible flow around a set of obsta-

cles Oq is numerically simulated, whilst the velocity on the surface of the

obstacle must meet the no-slip boundary condition:


u

v

w

 =


uoq

voq

woq

 on Oq,∀q, (12)

where (uoq, voq, woq) are the three velocity component in the obstacle Oq,

and q is the three dimensional obstacle space.

To specify no-slip boundary conditions without directly imposing Eq. (12),

we can follow Angot [15] by adding penalty terms to the momentum equa-

tion. This extension results in a loss in mass and energy of the waves

reflected from the obstacle, producing wrong simulation results. Liu and

Vasilyev [50] combined both the Navier-Stokes and porous media equations,

resulting in a Brinkman penalisation method for compressible flows:

Dρ

Dt
= −

[
1 +

(
1

φ
− 1

)
χ

]
ρ
∂ui
∂xi

(13)

ρ
Dui
Dt

= − ∂p

∂xi
+
∂τij
∂xj

+
∂τ sgsij

∂xj
− χ

η
(ui − uoq) (14)

The system is closed with the equation of state:

p = ρ c2, (15)
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where φ is the porosity, η = αφ is the normalised viscous permeability. Note

that 0 < φ� 1, and 0 < η � 1. χ is the solid mask, and defined as,

χq(x) =

1 if x ∈ Oq,

0 Otherwise.
(16)

In Eq. (16) the solid mask χ is defined that it is 1 inside the solid and 0 in the85

fluid.

To improve the numerical accuracy of the rate-of-change of the momentum,

χ can be built via a polynomial ”quasi-step” function, so that it varies smoothly

from 0 to 1. The step function is sketched in Fig. 1.

The step function χ varies smoothly over the smooth interval of width L90

normal to the surface, coinciding to a fixed number of mesh cells. The step

function is a function of the signed distance to the solid surface (normal vector),

with 1 inside the solid obstacle and smoothly goes to 0 at the surface of the

solid obstacle. The polynomial step function is continuous and differentiable, a

second order over the first and last L/4 of the interval, and first order in the95

intermediate region.

x(L)
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
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p
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u
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c
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n

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8
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Figure 1: The polynomial step function as a function of the signed distance to the solid surface
(second order over the first and last L/4, and first order in the intermediate region).
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3. Brinkman penalisation with hrSPH method

After defining the computational domain and initialising the mesh field on

the mesh, the solid geometry is read as stereolithography triangulation (STL)

file format containing a triangulated surface representation of an object through100

triangles described by three corner points and a normal, this file is called an

STL patch. Then the χ fields on the nodes are initialised as a smooth step

function by intersecting the computational mesh with the triangulated surface;

the desired obstacle velocity U0 is initialised. Subsequently, the hrSPH method

is used directly without altering the numerical scheme; it intrinsically deals105

with the term χ
η (u − uo) (the penalisation field). For more details regarding

the hrSPH method and the algorithm, the reader is referred to [44], a short

summery of the hrSPH method is illustrated next.

Our method is divided into three parts:

1. Computing the rate of change110

(a) Particle-mesh interpolation of the mass and impulse of the particle.

m(xm) =
∑

xp∈P(m)

mp W (xm − xp, h), (17)

m(xm)u(xm) =
∑

xp∈P(m)

mpup W (xm − xp, h), (18)

where P(m) denotes the set of particles that contribute to mesh

node xm, h the particle spacing, W the high order kernel, up the

three velocity component u, v, w, mp the mass of the particle,

xm the position of mesh node m, and xp the position of particle

p.
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(b) On the grid, obtain the velocity from the interpolated impulse

u(xm) =
m(xm)u(xm)

m(xm)
(19)

(c) On the grid, compute the fluid density from the interpolated mass

and the pressure from the equation of state Eq. (15).

ρ(xm) =
m(xm)

h3
(20)

(d) On the grid, compute the rate-of-change of the fluid momentum on

the mesh (∆um) using finite-differences.

(e) The rate-of-change of momentum is interpolated from the grid to the

particles (∆up).

∆u(xp) =

N∑
p=1

∆um,W (xm − xp, h) (21)

2. Updating the particles

This part takes place on the set of particles, where the interpolated rate115

of change in velocity is used to update the velocity and position of the

particles.

~ut+1
p = ~utp + ∆~up∆t (22)

~xt+1
p = ~xtp + ~ut+1

p ∆t (23)

3. Remeshing the particles:

In case of distortion and particle clustering (high CFL number, high gra-

dients), interpolate the strengths of the particles to the mesh via M ′4120

interpolation function, generate a new set of the particles, interpolate the
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strengths back to the new set of particles.

The M ′4 introduced by [60], interpolates the strength of the particles

to the mesh, the strengths are redistributed onto the surrounding

mesh nodes. The redistribution of particle quantities is achieved using

the 3rd order M ′4 kernel which in one dimension is expressed as:

M ′4(x, h) =



1− 5s2

2 + 3s3

2 0 ≤ s < 1, s = |x|
h

(1−s)(2−s)2
2 1 ≤ s < 2,

0 s ≥ 2,

(24)

where |x| is the distance of the particle to the mesh, h is the spacing

of the new uniform set of particles.

4. Verification for Brinkman penalisation with hrSPH method

To validate the hrSPH method with Brinkman penalisation, we test a series

of benchmark problems:125

• Flow through a channel (Poiseuille flow); to verify the implicit boundary

approach using the hrSPH method solution with the classical analytical

Poiseuille flow solution.

• Lid-driven cavity; here we simulate the moving top wall with a constant

velocity Umax = 1 as Uo = 1 , and we simulate the viscous flow with high130

Reynolds number to validate the method.

• Compressible shock wave; a real compressible flow with high Mach num-

ber.
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• Swirling flow in a modelled two-stroke diesel engine; where we study the

axial and tangential velocity profile in a simplified two-stroke engine.135

4.1. Poiseuille flow

The Poiseuille flow is a classical test case for laminar flow in a pipe for which

the analytical solution is known.

We study the flow through a 2D channel. The computational domain is a

periodic rectangle with length L and width L/2. At the centre of the domain, a140

solid wall is represented as a penalised region, where the STL patch (triangulated

surface) with length L and width L/5 is located as shown in Fig. 2.

Simulating the flow through a channel with a solid wall in the centre of the

computational domain is the simplest way and requires no additional work to

impose symmetry. The upper part represents the upper half of the channel,145

whereas the lower part is the other half. The simulation is started with a

uniform density ρ and zero velocity U = (u, v, w), external force in x-direction,

with φ = 1× 10−2 , and α = 2× 10−2.

Several computational domain resolutions were tested to study the spatial

convolution. We start with 32 × 32 particle and stop with 256 × 256 particles,150

resulting in mesh spacings of ∆x/L = 0.28, 0.14, 0.07, 0.035. Note that the

resolution of the triangulated surface (STL patch) can remain the same, even

though the resolution of the computational mesh varies.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: The computational domain for the 2D Poiseuille flow with the penalised area as a
Heaviside mask function (a) (χ), and (b) as a smooth step mask function (χ).
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Fig. 3 represents the simulated flow as velocity vector, which helps more to

understand the computational domain.

3.4 6.8 10 14 17 20

Velocity magnitude

0 23.8

Figure 3: Velocity vector fields of the Poiseuille flow for the hrSPH method with
Brinkman penalisation, where the boundary layer are represented.

The simulated Poiseuille flow using the hrSPH method with Brinkman pe-

nalisation at different resolutions is shown in Fig. 4 for different resolutions of155

the computational grid, where u/Umax is extracted over the y-axis from the top

of the channel till the centre of the penalised area.

Fig. 4 represents the normalised velocity profiles for different resolutions of

the computational grid, where u/Umax is extracted over the y-axis from the top

of the channel to the centre of the penalised area. The Brinkman penalisation160

is able to reduce the velocity to zero. The results become more accurate with

an increase in the resolution of the mesh.
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Poiseuille solution

Figure 4: The normalised velocity magnitude of the Poiseuille flow with a different resolution
along with the analytical solution for the hrSPH method with Brinkman penalisation. The
surface of the penalised area successfully managed to represent the required no-slip boundary
condition at the channel surface at x/L ≈ 0.4, forcing the normalised velocity u/Umax to
drop to ≈ 0 as a result of the penalty term.

Fig. 4 illustrates how the surface of the penalised area successfully managed

to represent the required no-slip boundary condition at the channel surface at

x/L ≈ 0.4, forcing the normalised velocity u/Umax to drop to ≈ 0 as a result of165

the penalty term. Note that only two cells are required to represent the smooth

stepping on the solid surface. The pace convergence study is represented in

Fig. 4, where we simulated the flow with 4 different mesh resolutions, as shown

in Fig. 4 the finer the resolution the closer the solution to converge to the exact

solution, up to a level of refinement, where refining the mesh more does not170

affect the solution.

In Fig. 5 we show the effect of applying a smooth step function on the

penalised mask χ compared to applying a Heaviside function, for accurate rep-

resentation of the no-slip boundary condition.

The velocity profile when the smooth mask function is used, is stepping175

smoothly toward the wall (channel wall) and needs around 2 cells inside the

penalised area acting as boundary layer to represent the no-slip boundary con-
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dition. On the other hand the Heaviside function represents the no-slip condition

approximately at the channel wall.
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Figure 5: The normalised velocity magnitude of the Poiseuille flow simulated using a Heaviside
mask function (χ), and a smooth step mask function (χ) to represent the penalised term,
together with the analytical solution.

4.2. Lid-driven cavity180

In the second benchmark problem, we consider the lid-driven cavity problem

using the hrSPH method with Brinkman penalisation. When simulating the lid-

cavity, two difficulties arise. First, singularities at the top corners appear due

to the lid moving horizontally and the no-slip conditions on the vertical walls.

The second difficulty is the high velocity gradients that arise at high Reynolds185

numbers.

The computational domain is a unit square with length L and the top wall

is moving with a constant speed Umax = 1. The computational domain is

completely bounded by an STL patch to represent the domain walls using the

Brinkman penalisation method Fig. 6. To simulate the moving top wall, an190

extra STL patch is introduced , which is given a constant speed Umax = 1 as

Us = 1 which will represent the moving wall, as seen in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: The Lid-driven cavity computational domain, with the bounded penalised walls
represented as a step function. The moving top wall is presented in grey.

Three different Reynolds number Re = (102, 103, and 104) are simulated

with Mach number Ma = 0.1.

As no analytical solution for the Lid-driven cavity problem exists, we use the195

results of Ghia [61] as a reference solution. Ghia used a highly-resolved multi-

grid finite difference method with 257× 257 grid. For the hrSPH method with

Brinkman penalisation two grid resolutions are tested to capture the structure

of the flow, 100× 100 and 200× 200 particles, yielding ∆x = 0.01,∆x = 0.005.

The results after a steady state occurs, are extracted and compared with the200

reference solution. The steady state is reached when the total kinetic energy

remains constant in time.

Fig. 7(a) presents the steady state field for Re = 102 with ∆x = 0.01. The

velocity magnitude ranges from zero (blue) to Umax = 1 red, along with the

velocity vector fields, which represent the structure of the flow. As a result of205

the shear force on the moving wall, a single vortex core occurs in the top half
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of the domain. At the bottom the fluid is moving relatively slowly.

To compare the computed flows with those of Ghia we extract the velocity

in the y-direction across a centreline in the x-direction (Uy(x)), and the veloc-

ity in the x-direction across a centreline in the y-direction (Ux(y)). Fig. 8(a)210

illustrates the computed profiles for Re = 102 over the horizontal, and vertical

centrelines. Both velocity profiles show a good agreement with Ghia’s reference

solutions [61].

The velocity fields for the higher Reynolds number at Re = 103 and 104 are

presented in Fig. 7(b), and Fig. 7(c). For an increase of the Reynolds number,215

the vortex core moves clearly to the centre of the domain, and the intensity of

the vortex increases as well. The velocity also increases in the bottom part of

the cavity. The coarse grid with (∆x = 0.01) failed to accurately predict the

vortex location for both higher Reynolds number Re = 103 and 104, as can be

seen in Fig. 8(b), and Fig. 8(c), where both velocity profiles (Ux(y)), (Uy(x))220

are slightly shifted off the reference solution. To capture the flow structure at

Re = 103, a finer grid with ∆x = 0.005 is used. Employing this grid, the solution

shows a good agreement with Ghia’s results as the velocity profiles illustrate.

For the error analysis of the hrSPH simulation, the relative error (L∞) is

used

L∞(t) =

∣∣∣∣min(Ux(y),hrSPH)−min(Ux(y),exact)

min(Ux(y),exact)

∣∣∣∣ , (25)

where, Ux(y),hrSPH is the numerical velocity component Ux across in the
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y-direction, and Ux(y),exact is the exact one from [61].

In Fig. 9 the hrSPH simulation with 100× 100 particle sustain an error

(L∞ < 5%) and grid independent for Re = 101 to 103, however it is essential

to increase the resolution for Re higher than 103 Fig. 9.

Finally we tested the convergence rate of the relative error L∞ for a spa-

tial grid refinement. The profile of the relative error (L∞) of the hrSPH sim-

ulation with different number of particles per dimension [64, 100, 128, 200, 256, 300, 512]

at Re = 103 is presented in Fig. 10, Fig. 10 illustrate that the L∞ decreases

as the number of particles increases.
225

(a) Re = 102 (b) Re = 103

(c) Re = 104

Figure 7: The velocity fields (magnitude and direction) computed for the lid-driven cavity
problem for different Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 8: The velocity profiles for the lid-driven cavity problem compared to those of Ghia [61].
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Figure 9: (L∞) error of the hrSPH simulations of the lid-driven cavity flow for different
Reynolds number with two different grid resolution (100× 100) (•) and (200× 200) (�).
The maximum of the relative error (L∞) is less than 5% for Re in the range considered
101−103, where the hrSPH is grid independent, but for larger Re the number of particles
needs to be increased.
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Figure 10: (L∞) error of the hrSPH simulations of the lid-driven cavity flow with different
resolutions and Re = 103.

4.3. Compressible shock wave

To simulate a compressible flow exposed to a shock wave, a rectangular

computational domain [−L, 2L], [−L,L] with periodic boundary conditions, a

penalised cylinder with radius L/10 at the centre of the computational domain

is considered (see Fig. 12(a)). The initial conditions are pressure perturbations
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p′ resulting from a Gaussian distribution [50]:

p′ = 10−3 exp

[
− ln(2)

(
(x− 4)2 + y2

0.04

)]
(26)

with the following initial density:

ρ = 1 + p′. (27)

In this case φ = 0.02, and α = 0.05 are used.

The initial pressure perturbations form an acoustic wave which propagates

towards the solid cylinder at the origin of the computational domain, as illus-

trated in Fig. 11(a). When the wave front reaches the solid cylinder, it reflects,230

thereby producing a second wave propagating in the opposite direction. The

main wave splits into two parts as a result of the interaction with the solid

cylinder and continues to move in the same direction as shown in Fig. 11(b),

which represents an instantaneous snapshot of the pressure perturbation in time

t = 4.0. In time t = 6.0 the two parts of the main wave collide and merge on235

the left side of the solid cylinder producing a third wave, as shown in Fig. 11(c).

In Fig. 11(d) the reflected wave and the main one both continue to propagate

towards the boundaries and completely surround the solid cylinder.

The main issue in this example is the method’s ability to capture the physical

structure of the reflected wave and the third propagated wave. The quality of the240

reflected wave and the third propagated one strongly depends on how well the

Brinkman penalisation method can map the solid cylinder in the computational

domain and how well the no-slip condition is incorporated. Five points around

the cylinder are marked as sample points (A-E in Fig. 12(a)), and the time

history of the perturbation pressure is extracted. As the flow is symmetric245

around the x-axis, only the upper side of the cylinder is covered with the sample
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points, points A and E are important to observe the quality of the reflected wave

and the third propagated wave.

The numerical results are shown in Fig. 12(b-e), together with the exact

solution (which is taken from [50]). Fig. 12(b) shows the perturbation pressure250

of the main wave at time t ≈ 2.0 and, later the reflected wave at time t = 4.0

and later at time t = 5.0 for point B. Fig. 12(e) presents the perturbation

pressure of the third wave after the two separated waves merge and collide. All

the numerical results show a good agreement with the exact solution, indicating

the ability of the hrSPH method coupled with the Brinkman penalisation to255

capture the correct physics of the propagating waves, which is a result of the

method’s correct representation of the no-slip boundary condition.
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(a) time = 2 (b) time = 4

(c) time = 6 (d) time = 8

Figure 11: Pressure perturbation profiles computed for the compressible flow exposed to a
shock wave at t = 1.0, t = 4.0, t = 6.0 and t = 8.0
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(a) The five sampling points in the domain.
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(b) Sampling point A.
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(c) Sampling point B.
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(d) Sampling point C.
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(e) Sampling point D.
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(f) Sampling point E.

Figure 12: Compressible shock wave perturbation pressure responses for the compressible flow
exposed to a shock wave at five points.

4.4. Swirling Flow in a Model of Two-Stroke Diesel Engine

To validate the ability of the presented method to simulate flow in a complex

geometry, we simulate the in-cylinder swirling flow in a simplified model of a260

large two-stroke marine diesel engine. Considering the complexity of the real

engine, we designed the engine model in a simplest possible way. The setup

contains no moving parts, the combustion is neglected and the exhaust valve is

discarded. This setup nevertheless allows us to study fundamental aspects of
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a swirling flow in a uniform scavenged engine. The results are compared with265

those of another study by Obeidat [62].

4.4.1. The computational domain

The computational domain and the boundary conditions follow the one de-

scribed in Obeidat et. al. [62]. The computational domain is sketched in Fig.13;

it consists of an inlet section, a cylinder, an exhaust pipe and an outlet. The270

cylinder radius is R and all other dimensions are shown in Fig.13. the flow enters

uniformly along a direction perpendicular to the cylinder axis, with an azimuthal

velocity component which ensures the overall in-cylinder swirling flow.

We followed Obeidat et. al. [62] boundary condition formula. To be consis-

tent with the 26◦ flow angle measured in [63], a uniform radial and tangential275

velocity at the inlet is defined with a constant radial speed Vr,i = 0.23Vb and

a constant tangential speed Vθ,i = 0.11Vb. At the outlet we require a zero ve-

locity gradient. We simulate the flow using the hrSPH method on a grid with

approximately 4 million cells, whereas 8 million cells were used in Obeidat [62]

to achieve satisfactory results compared to the experimental ones. The time280

step is chosen such that the solution is stable and the Courant number remains

below 1 (u∆t/∆x < 1). This is satisfied with a time step ∆tVb/Lc = 3.4 · 10−4,

where Vb is the bulk average flow speed in the cylinder and Lc is the length of

the cylinder. We study only the case in which the piston is completely open.

x

y

1 2 3 4 5 6

R

exhaust
outlet

Ro

inlet
Ri

Lc Le

z
0

cylinder

intake

pistonRB

Figure 13: Sketch of the cylindrical computational domain in grey. The flow enters the domain
through the horizontal inlet section and exits the domain through the vertical outlet. Notice
that the exhaust is shortened in the figure. Data are extracted at the cross-sectional planes
z0−6/R = (0.00, 1.72, 2.77, 3.82, 4.87, 5.93, 6.98).
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Figure 14: The cylindrical computational domain for the simplified model of a large two-stroke
marine diesel engine, including the bounded penalised walls as a mask step function.

4.4.2. results285

The mean axial and tangential velocity profiles are extracted at three cross-

sectional planes z1/R = 1.72, z3/R = 3.82 and z5/R = 5.93 and compared to

the results obtained by Obeidat et. al. [62].

The flow is characterised by Reynolds number Re = 2RVbρ
µ = 3 · 104, the

simulation is run such that a non-dimensional time T = tVb/Lc = 30.290

We consider the case of fully open intake conducted by Obeidat et. al. [62] .

We compare the mean velocity profiles and comment on the three-dimensional

mean velocity field results simulated by the hrSPH method along with the exper-

imental measurement .In Fig. 15 the mean axial and tangential velocity profiles

are shown for three streamwise positions z1, z3, z5, cf. Fig. 13. The measured

mean axial profiles are symmetric with a velocity deficit in the central region,

resulting in a wake-like profile. The measurements show plateaus with a high

axial velocity (Vz/Vb ≈ 2.0), and a central velocity deficit with the axial velocity

reduced to Vz/Vb = 0.16, cf. Fig. 15a. It is seen that the hrSPH managed to

capture the expected wake-like profile,however the hrSPH under-predicts the

velocity deficit, but it over-predicts the plateaus with high axial velocity. Nev-

ertheless, in the downstream cross section Fig. 15c,e the hrSPH recovered and

managed to capture the expected velocity deficit at x/R = 0.0s.

In the downstream cross sectional plane shown in Fig. 15c, the axial velocity

profile retains its wake-like profile although it is widened by diffusion and at z5

(Fig. 15e) the axial profile is reduced to a plug flow. Note from Fig. 15c,e that

at these positions the numerical model resolves qualitatively the wake-like axial

profile, although they over-predict in the velocity magnitude at x/R / 0.4.295

The measured and simulated tangential velocity profiles agree well Fig. 15 (b,
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d, f). It is interesting to note that the hrSPH method show a minor shift in the

location of Vθ at positions z1 Fig. 15 (b), and slightly over predicted the velocity

magnitude at z3, z5 Fig. 15 (d, f) compared to the measurement. However, we

should note here that for the hrSPH model the grid resolution is around 4 million300

compared to the 8 million used by Obeidat et. al. [62], additionally, we are using

the simplest turbulence model (Smagorinsky). When enough resources are put

down to develop a Large eddy simulation model, we expect that the hrSPH

method will be able to give a more accurate results for such a high Reynolds

number and comparatively coarser mesh. Finally Fig. 16 illiustrates the time-305

averaged velocity magnitude, notice that the measured and simulated wake-like

profile is clearly represented in Fig. 16 (a), the recirculation zone is located

downstream of the corner where the flow turns from a predominantly radial

to a predominantly axial direction. We estimate the streamwise extend of the

separation zone from the sign of the axial velocity close to the cylinder wall.310
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Figure 15: The time averaged velocity profiles for the 100% open port case. The axial (a,c,e)
and tangential (b,d,f) profiles are obtained at the axial positions (a,b) z1; (c,d) z3; (e,f) z5.
Using the hrSPH with smagorinsky model (−−), and the experimental measurements (�).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 16: (a) the meridional planes showing the mean velocity magnitude and the selected
stream lines show recirculation zones. (b) The front inlet plane showing the mean velocity
magnitude, together with the stream lines exposing the swirl of the flow at the intake toward
the cylinder.

5. Summary

The Brinkman penalisation technique coupled with the hybrid-remeshed

smoothed particle hydrodynamics, presented in this paper, is a simple approach

to simulate flow around solid geometries.
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The technique is efficient to implement as there is no need to modify the315

hrSPH numerical scheme, only a penalty term is added to the governing equa-

tions, by imposing a mask function on the mesh. The mask function adopts

a unit value wherever a solid obstacle is present in the computational domain,

zero otherwise.

A number of benchmark problems are presented to test the accuracy of the320

method, including realistic applications, such as the in-cylinder swirling flow in

a simplified model of a large two-stroke marine diesel engine. The results were

found in good agreement with reference solutions. We are willing to extend

the potential of this method to multiphase flow, where we are working on an

implicit interface for multiphase flow problems, applying the mask function on325

the different flows. Moreover, in the field of Data Science, data-driven modelling

is a rising discipline, precisely when a limited amount of measurement data is

available in the applications. The method can be applied to a field inversion on

the effects of the complex structures of the flow.
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